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Abstract. This paper describes the development of an eye-gaze controlled typing sys-
tem for the Japanese syllabary. In the proposed system, an interface for the Japanese
syllabary was designed by arranging characters on a pentagonal chart, taking consider-
ation of the consonant-vowel syllable structure and mora basis of the Japanese sound
system. A gesture-based input function and click function were implemented in the sys-
tem. Experimental results revealed that both input methods can provide effective typing
functions through short-term training, and that gesture input is more effective than click
input. In addition to the control method using eye-gaze, control using a regular computer
mouse was also evaluated in the experiment to confirm the effectiveness of the typing
system. The primacy of gesture input over click input was confirmed. Moreover, it was
suggested that the typing system has a typing speed comparable to that of the virtual key-
board WiViK when using a regular computer mouse.
Keywords: Eye-gaze, Input system, Text typing, Keyboard

1. Introduction. Eye-gaze interface systems can serve as alternative communication
tools in our daily lives. Even for those suffering from progressive diseases such as amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), eye-gaze movement is still available to some extent. The
development of eye-gaze-related applications to support communication is therefore im-
portant, and efforts have been made to provide such applications [1-10].

The development of eye-typing-related keyboards has a long history, and various sys-
tems and designs have been developed [11], though efforts are still ongoing to implement
effective eye typing. A virtual keyboard, WiViK [12], provides users with the functions
of a typical QWERTY keyboard on a screen, which enables users to type by eye-gaze by
connecting an eye-gaze pointing device. Tobii [13] provides commercially available eye-
gaze communication systems for people with disabilities. A variety of on-screen menus are
provided, including a QWERTY keyboard and keyboards with Japanese hiragana char-
acters. HeartyLadder [14] is another application that has been developed for people with
disabilities. Although it has various input modes, its basic typing window consists of 128
keys arranged in 8 rows and 16 columns. Among them, 80 keys arranged in 5 rows and
16 columns are allocated to the Japanese hiragana characters. In [5], to achieve Japanese
text input by eye-gaze, an input window with 66 keys and an input window with 45 keys
were proposed. In general, the input methods using the QWERTY keyboard or Japanese
syllabary on a screen have the merit of displaying all keys, thereby allowing keys to be
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selected quickly. However, such designs require a wide range of eye-gaze movement or
precise eye-gaze control to select a target key from among the densely displayed keys.
Instead of displaying the Japanese syllabary on a screen, a method exists to choose

a Japanese character in two stages, the first stage for column selection of the syllabary,
e.g., the “ka” column, and the second stage for target key selection in the column, e.g.,
the “ku” key. This type of input method has been used in [8, 15]; 10 or 12 keys are
displayed on the typing window. Although this method provides a compact key layout
owing to the limited number of keys that are simultaneously displayed on a screen, it
requires frequent switching of the stages to search for a target character. As a result, it
also requires approximately 50 keys for Japanese syllabary characters.
Considering that the Japanese sound system is mora-based, and its syllables have a

consonant-vowel (CV) structure, a combination of C and V keys, e.g., “k” and “u” for
“ku” is a possible solution to reduce the number of keys to be displayed. This is the same
strategy used in the Romaji (Roman alphabet) input mode for Japanese using the usual
QWERTY keyboard. Because this method does not require many keys to be prepared,
frequent stage switching can be avoided. In the development of an input system based
on the combination of C and V keys, an effective method to determine successive vowel
sounds is also important. In the Japanese syllabary, the sequence of “a”, “i”, “u”, “e”,
and “o” is the typical order. However, this order is not absolute, and there are some
variations. From the point of view of speech production, the order of “i”, “e”, “a”, “o”,
and “u” on the five vertices of a pentagonal chart is typical [16, 17].
Considering the order of the five vowels, the authors have developed an eye-gaze con-

trolled vowel synthesis system [18]. The vowel synthesis system enables users to produce
synthesized sounds for vowels and vowel sequences based on the speech production model.
In this system, a pentagonal chart is used as a control window on a screen, and its five
vertices correspond to the five vowels in the order of “i”, “e”, “a”, “o”, and “u”. Syn-
thesized sounds for vowels and vowel sequences can be produced by pointing or dragging
with a computer mouse on the chart [19]. In attempting to produce vowel sounds by
controlling the position of the mouse via eye-gaze, skilled subjects were able to control
the position of the mouse with high accuracy [18]. Although the purpose of the eye-gaze
controlled vowel synthesis system mentioned above is different from that of the typing
system proposed here, this result suggests that the arrangement of “i”, “e”, “a”, “o”, and
“u” on a pentagonal chart can be effectively used to determine successive vowel sounds.
Because eye-gaze-based interface systems are promising communication tools for a wide
range of users, including those with disabilities and healthy individuals, proposing an
effective typing system with a new perspective is important to create variation in key-
board design and input methods. Such variation provides users with a variety of possible
input methods that can be chosen according to their physical situations. In this study,
therefore, a new keyboard design and two methods for selecting keys for the Japanese
syllabary were proposed and tested by arranging characters on a pentagonal chart, then
evaluating the test sequences.
Section 2 describes the development of the typing system. A conceptual overview of

the typing system is shown, and two key selection methods are proposed. In Section 3,
the method used to evaluate the proposed typing system is described with test sequences.
In Section 4, the experimental results are shown in terms of the required time to complete
tasks and typing speed. The results not only for eye-gaze typing but also for typing with a
computer mouse are shown. The effectiveness of the proposed typing system is discussed.
Finally, the conclusions of this study are presented in Section 5.
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2. System Development. This section describes the development of the typing system.
An overview of the eye-gaze interface used in the system is followed by a description of
the typing system concept and key selection methods.

2.1. Eye-gaze interface. The eye-gaze interface, which is based on prior research [10],
consists of a small color video camera (YKmusen YM-3020C 1/4 inch SONY CCD 0.25
M pixel) and a desktop computer (CPU: Intel Core i5 650 3.2 GHz, memory: 2.92 GB,
OS: Windows XP) with an image-capture USB (Imaging Source DFG/USBpro). Images
of 320 × 240 pixels at a frame rate of 30 fps are used for eye-gaze detection.

2.2. Concept of the typing system. Figure 1 shows the design of the typing system
as a keyboard. A pentagonal chart is used because there are five vowels in the Japanese
language. As described in the Introduction, this chart design is based on the eye-gaze
controlled vowel synthesis system [18]. Vowel sounds are characterized by resonant fre-
quencies of the vocal tract, called formant frequencies. From the point of view of speech

Figure 1. Keyboard design
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production and related formant frequencies, vowels are characterized by the distribution
of their first (F1) and second (F2) formant frequencies in F1-F2 space. Although the vari-
ation of vowels depends on language, the formant space is a universal space for various
languages [20]. From the universal point of view, the sequence of “i”, “e”, “a”, “o”, and
“u”, rather than “a”, “i”, “u”, “e”, and “o”, is a rational order. Therefore, the locations
of the vowels on the vertices of the pentagonal chart are determined by considering the
locations of adjacent vowels in space, as shown in Figure 1.
Inside the pentagon, the consonant characters that form the Japanese syllabary in

combination with the vowels are arranged as shown in Figure 1(a); for instance, the
character “k” forms the syllables “ka”, “ki”, “ku”, “ke”, and “ko”, i.e., the “ka” column
of the syllabary. Similarly, the “sa”, “ta”, “na”, “ha”, “ma”, “ya”, “ra”, and “wa”
columns of the syllabary can be formed in this window. Due to the use of these key
combinations, the number of necessary keys on a screen can be greatly reduced compared
to the methods in which approximately 50 keys for the Japanese syllabary are displayed.
In [8] and [15], a target key appears at the second stage after switching typing windows.
In contrast, our system can display keys for C and V combinations in a typing window.
The central button “fn” works as a function button to switch the keyboard windows

Figures 1(a) or 1(b). The key arrangement of the keyboard windows is determined by
the frequency of the appearance of the sounds of the Roman alphabet in Japanese char-
acters [21, 22]; characters appearing with high frequency are allocated on the keyboard
window, Figure 1(a), which is displayed as the default. The labels “sp”, “en”, and “del”
on the keyboard windows are the Space, Enter, and Delete keys, respectively. The la-
bel “nn” corresponds to the syllabic nasal /N/, and “−” indicates a long sound, i.e., a
macron. The label “l” can be used to input small characters, such as contracted sounds.
The keys are thus arranged radially using the pentagonal chart and, consequently, eye-

gaze points on the display can be centralized. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the typing
system with keyboard size in pixels. The inputted characters are transferred to a text
editor such as Notepad or TeraPad [23], shown on the left.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the typing system
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2.3. Key selecting methods. The dwell time [15], i.e., the time for which the gaze
rests on the target object, can be used to select the object on the screen. In this method,
determining the threshold value for the dwell time can affect the user’s performance,
and the time limit determined by the threshold can put pressure on the user and cause
unwanted selection results. Therefore, an ordinal click method was used in our system.
In addition to the click method, a gesture-based method was proposed in this study as
follows.

1) Click input method.
2) Gesture input method.
In our eye-gaze interface, the click function is achieved by intentional eye blinking.

Specifically, the user moves the mouse pointer to the target key and then closes the
right eye for a duration of at least 1 s. In the gesture input method, the choice of a
consonant, such as “s”, is followed by a vowel-selection gesture to indicate the direction
of the target vowel. The consonant selection is performed using the click function by
intentionally blinking. The two methods, click input and gesture input, are independent.
The click input method provides a similar function to the conventional mouse click; all
keys including vowels can be selected by clicking. In contrast, the gesture input method
focuses on the CV structure of the Japanese syllabary. Due to the implementation of
exception handling, vowel sequences, e.g., “ai”, can be inputted. Target users of these
input methods, therefore, are limited to those who can blink.

Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of the gesture method. In this method, a small
blue pentagonal chart appears after the consonant has been determined; the user then
moves their eye-gaze in the direction of the intended vowel; this movement is referred to
as a gesture; the illustration demonstrates a gesture for selecting the “si” sequence. In
the gesture input method, a selected key is displayed at the original “fn” key position.
Therefore, the selected “s” is displayed in this example.

Figure 3. Example of key selection by gesture input

3. Experiments. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed typing system, exper-
iments were performed. A 23.6-inch display (I-O DATA LCD-DTV244XBR) was placed
in front of the subject at a distance of approximately 60 cm.

3.1. Input sequences. The following two input sequences were used.
Sequence A: irohanihohetotirinuruwo (23 characters)
Sequence B: yadonodaigomihazabutonnnage (26 characters; nn: 1 count)
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Sequence A corresponds to the default keyboard window shown in Figure 1(a), and
Sequence B requires use of both keyboard windows; the user switches between them using
the “fn” button.

3.2. Subjects. To confirm the basic effectiveness of the proposed typing system, three
male subjects with normal eyesight participated in the experiments. All subjects had
experience using the eye-gaze interface system. The subjects were informed of the purpose
of the experiments.

3.3. Task. The subjects performed character-input tasks using eye-gaze for Sequences A
and B using click input and gesture input. Each subject performed three trials per day,
with nine trials performed over three days. Before the experiment, each subject was given
a five-minute training on how to use the keyboard.
An additional experiment using a computer mouse instead of eye-gaze was also per-

formed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the keyboard design shown in Figure 1.

4. Results and Discussion. Figure 4 shows the changes in the time required to com-
plete the character-input tasks for (a) Sequence A and (b) Sequence B using eye-gaze.
The required times for click input and gesture input for the three subjects are shown as
a function of the trial number during the three days: Day1, Day2, and Day3.
These graphs show a reduction in input time as subjects’ experience using the system

increased, especially for the click input. For two of three subjects, the required time for
gesture input was short even at the beginning of the trial. Although subject C showed a
large fluctuation in time for gesture input, the subject had a stable time in the final trial.
Figure 5 shows typing speed for the eye-gaze input methods for all subjects and days;

the means and standard deviations of typing speed are also included. The unit RCPM
(Roman alphabet characters in the input sequences in Section 3.1 per minute) is defined
here for typing speed. The unit CPM (characters per minute) is often used to show typing
speed when Japanese kana characters, e.g., the “ku” key, are used as target keys to be
displayed [15]. In contrast, our typing system proposed here uses the Romaji input mode,
e.g., “k” and “u” for “ku” as described in Section 2.2. Regardless of language, information
about typing speed for selecting a character displayed on a screen is used to evaluate the
basic performance of the typing system. Therefore, the unit RCPM is defined here for
typing speed and used in Figure 5 to avoid confusion. Gesture input showed significantly
(p < 0.01) faster typing speed than click input for both sequences.
The converted typing speeds in Japanese kana characters per minute, that is, CPM

corresponding to Click SA, Gesture SA, Click SB, and Gesture SB in Figure 5, are 15.1,
19.5, 12.6, and 15.6 CPM, respectively. Because of the subjects’ experience, these values
for all subjects on Day3 reached 17.1, 22.9, 13.8, and 17.4 CPM for Click SA, Gesture
SA, Click SB, and Gesture SB, respectively. In [8], the typing speed was reported to
be 4.0 characters per minute, i.e., 4.0 CPM, and 13.7 times per minute for key-pointing
action speed. Using this method, a target character can be selected by two key-pointing
actions in two stages. Although it is not easy to compare the system in this report with
our system, our system provides a faster input speed in CPM than that in the report. As
mentioned above, Figure 5 shows the typing speed in terms of Roman alphabet characters
per minute (RCPM), which also indicates the number of key-pointing actions per minute.
Therefore, this figure also demonstrates this method’s superiority over the key-pointing
action speed of 13.7 times per minute [8]. In [5], it was reported that it took approximately
4 s for users to select a Japanese kana character; the typing speed was approximately 15
CPM. In [15], the typing speed was 16.55 CPM for Japanese text input. Although it is
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Figure 4. Required time to complete the character-input tasks for (a)
Sequence A and (b) Sequence B using eye-gaze. Nine trials over three days
for the click and gesture input methods are shown.

not easy to compare the typing systems in these reports with our system, our system’s
performance is comparable to or better than that of other systems.

Figure 6 shows the number of typing errors during the character-input tasks for (a)
Sequence A and (b) Sequence B using eye-gaze. Although errors more than once are
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Figure 5. Typing speed for the click and gesture input methods using eye-
gaze for all subjects and days. The unit RCPM (Roman alphabet characters
in the input sequences per minute) is defined here for typing speed. Means
and standard deviations are shown (** indicates significance at p < 0.01).
These values for all subjects on Day3 reached 32.8, 43.9, 25.7, and 32.3
RCPM for Click SA, Gesture SA, Click SB, and Gesture SB, respectively.

observed on Day1, Day2, and at the beginning of Day3 for Sequence B, especially for
Subject B, in the final trial, the number of typing errors was 1 or 0, showing no errors for
gesture input and almost no errors for click input. These results revealed that both input
methods can provide effective typing functions through short-term training, and gesture
input is more effective than click input.
An experiment using a computer mouse instead of eye-gaze was also performed to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the keyboard design. Although this experiment is not
related to eye-gaze control, its result provides insight into the performance of the keyboard
design. Moreover, it can be useful information for users who can use the computer mouse.
Figure 7 shows the changes in required time to complete the input tasks for (a) Sequence
A and (b) Sequence B using the computer mouse. A downward trend in the required time
can be seen as the subject’s experience with the system increased. The required times for
(a) Sequence A and (b) Sequence B varied from 10 to 15 s and 15 to 20 s, respectively,
in the final trial; these times are roughly one third of those needed for eye-gaze input, as
shown in Figure 4. In most cases, gesture input required less time than click input. There
were no typing errors in the trials using the computer mouse.
Figure 8 shows the typing speed for input using the computer mouse for all subjects

and days, including means and standard deviations. Gesture input showed significantly
(p < 0.01) faster typing speed than click input for both sequences. These values for all
subjects on Day3 reached 105.6, 126.9, 81.6, and 94.5 RCPM for Click SA, Gesture SA,
Click SB, and Gesture SB, respectively. The mean typing speed with the mouse was about
three times faster than eye-gaze typing speed because, in general, subjects were familiar
with the computer mouse and were able to select a target key quickly. From a comparison
between Figures 5 and 8, it can be seen that gesture input is noticeably better than click
input for eye-gaze typing. In general, controlling the position of the mouse pointer on the
display by eye-gaze is more difficult than doing so by hand. This comparison suggests
that gesture input is efficient, especially under the condition of low control accuracy by
eye-gaze.
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Figure 6. Typing errors during the character-input tasks for (a) Sequence
A and (b) Sequence B using eye-gaze. Nine trials over three days for the
click and gesture input methods are shown.

The converted typing speeds in Japanese kana characters per minute corresponding to
Click SA, Gesture SA, Click SB, and Gesture SB in Figure 8 are 50.1, 59.8, 41.9, and
45.7 CPM, respectively. Because of the subjects’ experience, these values for all subjects
on Day3 reached 55.1, 66.2, 43.9, and 50.9 CPM for Click SA, Gesture SA, Click SB, and
Gesture SB, respectively.
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Figure 7. Required time to complete the character-input tasks for (a)
Sequence A and (b) Sequence B using the computer mouse. Nine trials
over three days for the click and gesture input methods are shown.

An additional experiment showed that the time required to complete the character-
input tasks with a QWERTY keyboard and typing speed for each sequence using the
virtual keyboard WiViK [12] with eye-gaze control for a subject were as follows: Sequence
A: 70.3 s, 19.6 RCPM, and Sequence B: 138.3 s, 14.1 RCPM, showing slower typing speed
than those in Figures 4 and 5. Slow speeds using WiViK were the result of its small size
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Figure 8. Typing speed for the click and gesture input methods using the
computer mouse for all subjects and days. Means and standard deviations
are shown (** indicates significance at p < 0.01). These values for all
subjects on Day3 reached 105.6, 126.9, 81.6, and 94.5 RCPM for Click SA,
Gesture SA, Click SB, and Gesture SB, respectively.

and the numerous keys on the keyboard. The time required to complete the task with
the QWERTY keyboard and typing speed for each task using WiViK with a computer
mouse for a subject were as follows: Sequence A: 15 s, 92.3 RCPM and Sequence B: 18 s,
86.8 RCPM. These results are almost equivalent to those for the proposed typing system
using the computer mouse, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Because the input performance depends on the size of the keys, the above results do not
necessarily mean that the proposed methods are superior to the virtual keyboard WiViK.
However, the good performance of the proposed typing system shown in Figures 4 and
5 implies that these methods are promising for typing characters. The fact that typing
speed was comparable while using the computer mouse also implies that the proposed
methods are practically useful for typing.

In general, eye-gaze controlled typing systems or virtual keyboards with a computer
mouse are inferior to typical typing on a QWERTY keyboard in terms of typing speed.
Effective eye-gaze controlled typing systems, however, can provide an alternative method
of key input that does not require directly touching the keyboard and could help to prevent
infection. Even if the computer mouse is controlled by hand, using a virtual keyboard
allows users to avoid physically touching many keys. These features are advantageous for
prevention and risk reduction of infectious diseases.

The system proposed here is used to enter the Japanese syllabary. Because our sys-
tem uses the Romaji input mode instead of the Kana input mode, each Roman alphabet
character can be inputted. Therefore, the extension of the system to an English input
mode can be achieved by partially modifying the system. In English, words are basic
components, and word candidates from inputted partial characters can be easily gener-
ated; such prediction would contribute to efficient input. Indeed, a word-level text entry
system TAGSwipe [24] can be found as an example of a recent study on this subject.
In this method, word candidates are computed by utilizing gaze paths on a virtual QW-
ERTY keyboard based on gesture-word recognition [25]. In English, the prediction of
a word from its consonant characters is easier than that from its vowel characters [26].
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This implies the possibility of word prediction from consonants. Our system’s design,
with radially arranged keys as shown in Figure 1, could be efficient for partial character
input for word prediction because of its centralized consonant characters surrounded by
vowel characters. The extension to English text input is one of the next steps in further
development.

5. Conclusions. This paper described an eye-gaze controlled typing system for the
Japanese syllabary. The design of the key input interface was based on considerations
of the five Japanese vowels, and the frequency of the appearance of the Roman alphabet
in Japanese characters. A gesture-based input function and a general click function were
also implemented in the system. Experimental results revealed that both input methods
can provide effective typing functions through short-term training, and gesture input is
more effective than click input. Although the number of subjects was limited in the
experiments, stable key pointing with typing speed and low typing errors suggests the
potential of the proposed system. This compact and unique key arrangement inspired by
speech production will provide a new perspective on keyboard design. Thus, the basic
effectiveness of the proposed typing system was demonstrated here. The extension of the
keys, including numeric characters and English characters, with experiments with more
subjects, remains as future work.
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